
THE STORY BEHIND THE PROPOSAL

THE IDEA BEHIND IT

As outlined in my proposal and video, the idea of implementing student ePortfolios in Division III 
stemmed from my 8th Grade Photography elective course.  I was surprised that nearly all of my 
students didn't know what the term “critique” meant, in terms of an art course.  How was I going 
to prepare my students for high school level art courses without them having the knowledge of 
what a critique was and what the process entailed? In any art course, the critique IS the 
instructor’s assessment of concept, creativity and technique application.  I know that I needed to 
immediately get my students familiar with and comfortable with having class critiques.  I knew I 
couldn’t continue taking up class time by uploading student photos manually through a card 
reader and on my own personal computer.  There had to be a better way to get the photos off of 
their memory cards and on a computer, not an iPad. In Digital Photography, students need to be 
working off computers to upload and edit their own photos.  

We were in the 3rd Quarter of the year, and I was starting to hear my students talk about what 
high school they would be attending in the Fall.  Some got in to their first choice school, while 
many were waitlisted and some denied.  I know first hand the stress our students and their 
parents go through during this high school application process.  My mind kept going back to 
student ePortfolios.  I know that if we can develop a program to get all students in Division III to 
build and create their own ePortfolio websites, once they are in the 8th Grade and ready to 
apply to competitive high schools, they will have a solid tool to show these institutions.  At the 
same time, they can use these ePortfolios to upload their photos so that they can come to class 
ready for critique.  

THE HOW

I knew that in making this video, I was going to need to also show my Headmaster, the Middle 
school Head and the Covenant team the idea of having class critiques.  If my students didn’t 
know what a critique was, I wasn’t going to assume that my leaders would know.  Really, once I 
gave it some more thought, someone that doesn’t have a background in art probably never 
experienced a critique in this sense.  

I used photographs- some of them my own and some found on Google images- to give a visual 
into my thinking.  I brought them into iMovie and compiled a short clip with voiceover to support 
my proposal.  Below is a screenshot of my workspace in iMovie.  I’ve arranged the photographs 
and provided the audio for the video. 



 

Link to video:  https://youtu.be/U2GIPRnuOJc

https://youtu.be/U2GIPRnuOJc

